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Specialist for function & Table
Table and function: that is the core of what Pottker does. That is where we come from! That is where our expertise comes from. From collaboration with our customers, in furniture production for more than 50 years and focusing largely on table production for more than 30 years. From the expertise of this collaboration, we developed a unique modular system for various table functions, which you can combine however you like. It does not matter what you want the table to look like or which materials you want it built from. We have solutions for solid wood, veneers, MDF, HPL, ceramic, marble, etc. Thanks to our comprehensive range of accessories, we deliver the entire "package of functions" from a single source.
Arrange appointment
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As close as possible at our customers
Our experienced development and construction team at four sites will develop a functional concept for your table that fits like a glove. The Poettker Group is also represented at around 40 market worldwide. Our modern production facilities guarantee consistently high quality in every price segment. Our development team is constantly working on both improvements and new concepts. You can find out more about our products.
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Ostenfeldmark 3
 D-59557 Lippstadt
 Germany
+49 2941 - 20950-0
E-Mail schreiben


	+Pöttker Poland

Pöttker-Polska Sp. z o.o.
 ul. Podmiejska 24
 PL-41-940 Piekary Sl.
+48 695 684993
E-Mail screiben


	+Pöttker Serbia

Pottker DOO
 Edvarda Kardelja bb
 RS-24300 Bačka Topola
 Serbia
+381 24 4150197
E-Mail schreiben


	+Pöttker USA

110 Sedgehill Drive
 Thomasville | NC 27360
 USA
+1 336 - 472 - 1006 
+1 336 - 848 - 0838 
 Fax +1 336 475-6460
heath@@pottkerusa..com













Become a part of the team!
Are you enthusiastic on innovative technologies, would you like to work in a committed team and contribute your ideas? Then it's worth taking a look at our job offers and training positions - we look forward to getting to know you!

Apply now







Are you interested in our products & services? Then we look forward to hearing from you!
Arrange Appointment








                          Your registration could not be saved. Please try again.
                      



                          Your registration was successful.
                      


Newsletter


Subscribe to our newsletter to stay up to date.



Enter your e-mail address to sign up




I would like to receive your newsletter and accept the privacy policy.
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×
Industrial customers / serial production

                Slides, frames and table bases for small and large series.
              
To the contact form
Carpenters & Creatives Store

                form32 delivers from quantity ONE!
              
Continue to form32
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